DO YOU HAVE LEARNING OUTCOMES LEFT TO ASSESS?

**YES**
There **ARE** still Learning Outcomes that still need to be assessed

**SCENARIO**
- **YES**
  - ...we **HAVE** covered all of the necessary content etc

  **OR**
  - **YES**
    - ...we **HAVEN’T** covered all of the material yet

  **OR**
  - **YES**
    - ...students **WON’T** be able to meet the Learning Outcome(s) remotely

**CONSIDER**
- Adapting assessment(s) to meet remaining learning outcomes & re-weighting
- Providing Q&A opportunities (remotely) for students prior to submission
- Identifying the skills/content needed to complete assessment
- Consolidating instructional content/material in one location in onQ to help students succeed in completion of task
- Adapting assessment(s) to meet the remaining learning outcomes & re-weighting
- Providing Q&A opportunities (remotely) for students prior to submission

**ACTION**
- Provide clear submission deadline to students in onQ Course Announcements
- Consider consolidating to one assessment and re-weight if necessary

- **1 assessment to submit**

  **OR**
  - **More than 1 assessment to be submitted**

**SCENARIO**
- **YES**
  - ...students still have assessments to submit

  **OR**
  - **...students have submitted everything**

**CONSIDER**
- Removing remaining assessment(s) & re-weighting
- Any action for students who may be disadvantaged as a result of re-weighting
- Providing Q&A opportunities for students prior to submission

**ACTION**
- **...students still have assessments to submit**

  **OR**
  - **...students have submitted everything**

  **OR**
  - **None**

  **AND**
  - Students submit their remaining assessment if still required

  **OR**
  - No further action required - communicate with students via onQ Course Announcements

**NO**
I am confident that students have completed enough assessments to meet the course Learning Outcomes

**SCENARIO**

**CONSIDER**

**ACTION**

Need help and/or advice?
Contact wanda.beyer@queensu.ca
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